New Generation
Pocket Jump Starter AMG6S

【New Generation- Portable Jump Starter AMG6S】 is a mini Portable Jump Starter to jump
start a flat car battery of 12V petrol vehicle just in seconds. No more waiting time for roadside assistance!

This new generation AMG6S comes with an Ingenious Spark-proof Clamps, this smart ingenious device brings
more safety protections to users to prevent them from injury or protect vehicles from damage if there’s incorrect
connection of the clamps and battery terminal. It’s WORRY FREE when using it.

AMG6S is a must-have gadget in your car to help out yourself. It can Jump Start a flat car battery just in seconds.
Its small and slim design is almost 40 times lighter than the traditional jump starter which is easy to carry around
even for lady drivers.

It’s also a Power Bank and LED torch
Apart from jump starting the flat car battery, it’s also a power bank
which can quickly charge for all brands of portable electronic
devices such as smart phones, tablets, digital cameras. With a
built-in LED emergency light, AMG6S can be used as a torch. It is
definitely value for money with its multi-function.

1-hour Rapid Charing
With Dual Input Charging System, AMG6S can be charged by USB 2A or Car adaptor. It can jump start the flat car
battery 10 times on a full charge and only take 1-hour for a smart phone to be fully charged!

Use of the Japan Linear Chipset
With the use of Japan Linear Chipset, the current output will be more stable. It can also facilitate the power
conversion efficiency reach up to 93-95%. Extremely long battery standby time reach up to 3-6 months.

AMG6S – Outstanding safety protections
Winning Factors over other products in market:

1) Dual Reversing Polarity Protection
If you accidentally connect the RED and BLACK cable
clamps to the wrong polarity terminal and attempt to jump
start the vehicle, the ingenious spark-proof clamp(the red
indicator lights is on) will cut the power immediately to
prevent injury and avoid damaging the vehicle.

2) Reverse Charge Protection
Different from other products in the market which needs to remove the jump start cable immediately after jump
starting a vehicle, AMG6S has a Reverse Charge Protection function which will be activated automatically to
cut the power immediately to prevent reverse charge once successfully jump started a vehicle. The red indicator
light will stay on.

3) Over Voltage Protection
AMG6S has an auto turn-off feature. Once it is fully charged or the connected electronic device has been fully
charged or no load to the charger, AMG6S will automatically stop charging and enter into sleeping mode.

4) Over Discharge Protection
In general, the battery level of AMG6S needs to be
above 60% (at least 3 indicator lights stay on) to jump start
the vehicle. If the battery level is below 20% (less than 2 indicator lights stay on), the red indicator lights of
ingenious spark-proof clamp will be on, means the Over Discharge Protection is activated to shut off the
electronic circuit to prevent injury or damage of the vehicle.

5) Short Circuit Protection
6) Over Current Protection
The product has multiple Global Safety Certifications: CE, FCC, ROHS, EMC, MSDS, UN38.3 and Global
Product Liability Insurance 3M USD Coverage issued by AIG.

What’s in the color box:
AMG6S x 1
Jumper Cable x 1
Micro USB Cable x 1
Car Adaptor x 1
User Manual x 1

Product Specifications
Model No.: AMG6S
Barcode No.: 4897035892160
Battery Capacity: 6000mAh (22.2Wh)
Battery Type: Lithium-ion
Battery Life Cycle: 500+
Battery Standby Time: up to 6 month
Jump Start Current: 12V / 150-300A
Output: 5V / 2A ; 12V Jump Start
Input: 5V / 2A
Operating Temperatures: - 20℃ to 60℃
Dimension: 135 x 78 x 15mm
Weight: 210g

Recommended Vehicle Engine Displacements for Jump Starting:
Up to 6 cylinder Petrol vehicles – 3.5 displacement (3500cc or below)
Up to 4 cylinder Diesel vehicles – 2.0 displacement (2000cc or below)

Warranty : 1-Year Warranty

SRP : $149.00

